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1. Definitions
Causatives can be defined as verbs which re-
fer to a causative situation, that is, to a causal
relation between two events, one of which
(P2) is believed by the speaker to be caused
by another (PI); cf. e. g. Nedjalkov & SiI'-
nickij 1969a, 1973; Kastovsky 1973. In other
words, a causative is a verb or verbal con-
struction meaning 'cause to Vo', 'make Vo',
where Vo stands for the embedded base verb.
(For other possible definitions of causatives,
see § 3.1.). Examples of causative construc-
tions (hereafter, CC) are (1- 3):
(1) John opened the door
(2) Peter made John go
(3) Turkish (Comrie 1976: 263)
Ali Hasan-z ol-dur-du
Ali:NOM Hasan-ACC die-CADS-PAST
'Ali killed Hasan.'
Opened, made go, and ol-dur-du in (1- 3) are
causative verbs, because they refer to causal
relations between causing events ('John did
sth.' , 'Peter did sth.' , 'Ali did sth.') and
caused events ('the door opened', 'John
went', 'Hasan died') and thus all mean 'CAUSE
to Vo' ('cause to open', 'cause to go', 'cause
to die').
In some languages causative markers
apply to both verbs and nominals (nouns,
adjectives), forming verbs with the meaning
'make Q', where Q is a quality or the like
(transformatif in Me1'cuk 1994: 323-324).
This is, for instance, the case in Lakota, Na-
huatl (cf. Tuggy 1987: 607-614) and many
Austronesian languages. So, for example, in
Karo Batak we find galang 'big' - pe-galang
'expand' and similarly in Acehnese duek 'sit'
- peu-duek 'to place', raja 'king' - peu-raja
'make king; treat as a king', dit 'few' - peu-
dit 'make few' (Durie 1985: 78-81); see also
§ 5.1.4.
X. Syntactic Typology
The term factitive used to be employed in
nearly the same sense as causative, particu-
larly often to refer to causatives meaning
'make Q' ('make red', 'make angry', etc.).
Nowadays it occurs rarely, except perhaps
in the French and Semiticist traditions (cf.,
for instance, a detailed discussion of the
causative/factitive distinction in Kouwenberg
1997: 237 ff.), although some grammars still
use it to denote denominal causatives (see
above). For a special sense of the term facti-
tive adopted within the tradition of the Lenin-
grad/St.Petersburg Typological School, see
§ 5.1.2.
2. Formal types of causatives
Formal types of causatives can be distin-
guished according to how the meaning 'cause'
is expressed (for a survey, see Nedjalkov &
Sil'nickij 1969b: 20-28 [= 1973: 1-10], Ba-
ron 1974: 302-310, Song 1996: 20-72).
2.1. Morphological causatives
In morphological causatives the causative
morpheme is an affix which applies to the base
(non-causative) verb, as in Turkish (cf. (3)),
Sanskrit (cf. pat- 'fly' - piit-aya-ti 'makes
fly'), Arabic (cf. fariha 'be glad' - farraha
'make glad'); for a survey of morphological
processes for marking causatives, see e. g.
Dixon 2000: 33f.
2.2. Syntactic causatives
In syntactic causatives (other terms: peri-
phrastic, or analytic, causatives) the causative
morpheme is a free form, typically a verb
meaning 'cause', 'make', 'let', 'give', etc.; cf.
English make go, let know, German gehen las-
sen, French faire aller, laisser aller. Syntactic
causatives are distinguished by many authors
from constructions which refer to causative
situations but do not represent cohesive
units, thus being bic1ausal sentences. (The
latter type of construction is sometimes also
regarded as a syntactic causative, but this
terminological use is less common; cf., for in-
stance, Song's (1996: 35-67) AND type and
PURP(ose) type as opposed to COMPACT
type as well as the discussion in Moore &
Polinsky 1998: 235 ff.). For instance, English
make + INF, German lassen + INF, French
faire + INF constructions are syntactic caus-
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atives, while English cause to + INF, German
zwingen zu + INF, Russian zastavljat' + INF
are not. There are a number of syntactic and
morphological criteria and features for dis-
tinguishing syntactic causatives (monoclausal
CCs) from non-fused biclausal CCs; cf. Ned-
jalkov & Nikitina 1965, Nedjalkov 1971: 25-
28 [= 1976: 35-39], Comrie 1976: 296-303,
De Wolf 1985, Dixon 2000: 34-37 (where
biclausal CCs are called 'periphrastic caus-
atives' as opposed to 'same predicate' caus-
atives) and the extensive literature on the
clause union features (e. g. Fauconnier 1983,
Zubizarreta 1985, Davies & Rosen 1988).
Thus, verbs like German lassen or French
faire in syntactic causatives lack many typical
features of independent (non-auxiliary)
verbs; in particular, they cannot have their
own arguments, and they typically do not
passivize (cf. (4 d)), etc.:
(4) (a) Man zwang den Studenten abzureisen.
'One forced the student to leave.'
(b) Der Student wurde gezwungen abzu-
reisen.
'The student was forced to leave.'
(c) Man liefJ den Studenten abreisen.
'One made/let the student leave.'
(d) *Der Student wurde abreisen gelassen.
'The student was made leave.'
The distinction between syntactic causatives
and non-fused CCs is by no means clear-cut;
on the contrary, here we are obviously con-
fronted with a continuum of degrees of fu-
sion, rather than with a 'monoclausallbiclau-
sal CCs' dichotomy.
2.3. Lexical causatives
Lexical causatives are verbs meaning 'CAUSE
VO ' but lacking any regular and productive
causative marker. They typically are in a
suppletive relation with their non-causative
counterparts, cf. kill - die. Historically, lexi-
cal causatives may go back to morphological
causatives with a marker which was regular
and productive in the older language, cf. Old
English cwellan (> English kill) - cwelan'die',
Englishfell - fall,' lay - lie, Russian sus-i-t'
'make dry' - sox-nu-t' 'become dry' (the suf-
fix -i- in the Russian example is likely to go
back to the same Indo-European source as the
Sanskrit causative marker in pllt-tiya-ti quoted
in § 2.1., namely to lE *-eje/o-). Lexical (lexi-
calized) causatives can even synchronically
co-exist with the morphological causatives in
which they originate, cf. Imbabura Quechua
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wanu- 'die' - wanu-chi- 'cause to die' (mor-
phological causative) - wanchi- 'kill' (lexical
causative) (Muysken 1981: 450). In some cases
it is difficult to draw a clear-cut distinction
between morphological and lexical causatives;
see e. g. Shibatani (2000: 525- 528) on Japan-
ese causatives.
There is a rich literature dealing with the
problem of why lexical causatives like kill
cannot be semantically derived from their
non-lexicalized paraphrases. The discussion
on why kill does not mean cause to die, trig-
gered by McCawley (1968), arose chiefly in
the framework of generative semantics; for a
survey, see e. g. Shibatani (1976). The most
comprehensive treatment of the issue and
detailed argumentation against McCawley's
approach can be found in Wierzbicka (1975);
cf. also Horn (1984: 27-29). In particular,
unlike lexical causatives, analytical CCs of
the type cause to die lack such features as
unity of place (John caused Peter to die in
Africa does not imply that John was in
Africa, while John killed Peter in Africa does),
implication of physical contact, etc.
2.4. Labile verbs
A special subtype of lexical causatives are
those which are formally indistinguishable
from their non-causative counterparts, cf.
English verbs like open and move which can
be used both intransitively and transitively
(as in (1)). There is, however, neither any
consensus on whether such verbs should be
treated as one lexical unit with two different
syntactic uses or as two separate lexical units
(cf. e. g. Kastovsky 1973), nor is there any
generally accepted term for such verbs/pairs.
Some typologists have borrowed the term
labile from Caucasian linguistics to denote
verbs which can be employed in different syn-
tactic constructions (e. g. both as causatives
and corresponding non-causatives) with no
formal change in the verb. Other terms oc-
curring in the literature are, for instance,
causative-decausative (Dolinina 1989: 26 f.),
voice-neutral (Theckhoff 1980), optionally
transitive (Miller 1993: 179 f.), ambitransitive
(Dixon 1994: 18, 54, 217 f. et passim; 2000:
38 f.). In the English tradition of the last few
decades the intransitive member of pairs like
The door opened - John opened the door is
often termed ergative (cf. Keyser & Roeper
1984); see Dixon (1994: 18-21) for a criti-
cism of this terminological use and Kulikov
1999 a for a general survey.
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2.5. Causative vs. anticausative
(decausative)
The label anticausative is used to refer to the
non-causative member of the opposition in
the case where the directions of the semantic
('Vo' -+ 'CAUSE Vo') and formal derivation do
not match, i. e. in those instances where the
non-causative is morphologically more com-
plex than the causative, cf. Russian lomat'
'break' - lomat'-sja 'break, get broken'. This
term (introduced in Nedjalkov & Sil'nickij
1969b: 20) is not as widely accepted as caus-
ative; other terms used in (nearly) the same
sense are decausative, inchoative, (pure) in-
transitive, middle, pseudo-passive, eventive,
fientive, etc. In Indo-European studies of the
last ten years written in German the term
'fientive' has become the standard term used
to refer to intransitive verbs expressing spon-
taneous event; this is due to the influential
monograph Goto 1987 (cf. p. 25 tT. et passim).
For a survey and analysis of anticausatives,
see Haspelmath (1987), Kulikov (1998b), Pa-
duceva (2001) and (-+ Art. 52); see also Abra-
ham (1997) for a discussion of the causative/
anticausative opposition and labile patterns
in Germanic languages.
2.6. Formal types of causative oppositions
in the languages of the world and
productivity of the causative derivation
According to whether the causative or non-
causative member of the opposition is typi-
cally marked formally, languages can be di-
vided into two classes, i. e. a fundamentally
intransitive class in which formally marked
causatives are preferred and a fundamentally
transitive class in which formally marked an-
ticausatives are preferred; see Haspelmath
1993 for a survey. Descriptive and typologi-
cal studies have revealed that the (morpho-
logical) causative belongs to the most fre-
quently occurring derivational verbal cate-
gories (cf. Nichols 1992: l54f.). In many lan-
guages morphological causatives can be de-
rived from all (non-derived) verbs, whereas
in other languages there are restrictions on
the derivational possibilities. Specifically, in
some languages causatives can be derived
only from intransitives (early Vedic, Arabic,
Indonesian, Mayan, Klamath) and in others
they can be derived from intransitive and
transitive but not ditransitive verbs (Abkhaz,
Basque). However, we probably will not find
languages where causatives can be derived
from transitives but not intransitives; in fact,
this is a universal formulated by Nedjalkov
X. Syntactic Typology
(1966); cf. also Nedjalkov & Sil'nickij (1969b:
25-26 [= 1973: 7-8]) and Song (1996: 170-
174). The modern Indo-European languages
of Europe, most of which either have syntac-
tic causatives (Germanic, Romance lan-
guages) and lack productive morphological
causatives or have morphological anticausa-
tives instead (Slavic), thus represent quite a
rare language type.
3. Causative and related categories
3.1. Causatives sensu latiore,
sensu stricto and "(just) transitives":
a terminological note
The definition given in § 1. encompasses all
verbs and constructions which refer to causal
situations, regardless of their formal features
and position within the verbal system of a
given language, i. e. causatives in a wider
sense (causatives sensu latiore). This termino-
logical use is quite common, for instance, in
general typological and semantic studies, but
in grammatical descriptions of individual
languages the term causative is more often
employed in a narrower sense. By causatives
sensu stricto one typically means only those
verbs which (i) stand in regular opposition
both formally and semantically to the corre-
sponding non-causatives within the verbal
system of a given language, (ii) are formally
more complex than their non-causative coun-
terparts, and (iii) represent a more or less
productive formation. Thus, only morpho-
logical (cf. Turkish ol-diir- 'kill') and syntactic
(cf. make go) causatives qualify as causatives
sensu stricto, while lexical causatives (kill,
open), as well as verbs which are morphologi-
cally simpler than the corresponding non-
causatives (anticausatives, cf. Russian lomat'
- lomat'-sja) and non-fused CCs (cause to
go) do not. Furthermore, in many languages
where causatives can double up (see §5.2.),
first (simple) causatives are typically less reg-
ular and productive than second causatives
and/or can be built only or mostly on intran-
sitive verbs (see § 2.6.). Correspondingly, in a
variety of descriptive studies on verbal sys-
tems of individual languages only second
(double) causatives are regarded as Causatives
properly speaking, while first causatives are
termed (just) transitives and treated sepa-
rately from causatives (proper) (although not
always consistently; see the diagram below).
Since this terminological convention appears
to be quite inconsistent and confusing, the
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author does not see any good reasons to
abandon the use of the term causative in
those cases where the meaning of the verb in
question can be rendered as 'CAUSE VD'; cf.
Nedjalkov & Sil'nickij 1969b: 34 [= 1973: 16],
fn. 17. For a general discussion of the distinc-
tion between causativity and transitivity, see
e. g. Zide 1972, Descles & Guentcheva 1998,
Shibatani 2000: 525-528, 548-563.
The relation between the wider and nar-
row concepts of causatives can be schema-
tized as in Table 66.1:
Table 66.1
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4. Syntax of causative constructions
Leaving aside biclausal CCs and assuming
that a causative structure results from a fusion
of a matrix and an embedded predicate (cf.
Comrie 1976: 262; for a different view, see
Song 1996: 166ff.), the causativization sce-
nario can be represented as follows. The
predication referring to the caused event P2
is embedded into the matrix predication (Co
CAUSE [X], whereby Co is the causer and [X]
is some unspecified event) as its second argu-
suppletive (kill)
lexical labile (open) ("non-causative")transitives
non-productive
morphological (jell)
causatives sensu
...................................
latiore less productive causatives
morphological ........................................
sensu stricto
more productive
syntactic (make go)
..............................................................................
biclausal CCs
(cause to go)
3.2. Causative and voice
In a number of grammatical descriptions (in
particular, in many Altaic and Uralic gram-
mars) the causative is considered as one of
the voices (causative voice, kauzativnyj/ponu-
ditel'nyj zalog); see, in particular, Shibatani
(2000: 547-548). Given a more rigorous defi-
nition of voice, however (see especially Mel'-
cuk 1993), there are several reasons for treat-
ing the causative separately. Unlike prototyp-
ical voices, such as the passive, the causative
changes the lexical meaning of the base verb
(see § 1.). The causative can also be combined
with several voices within one form as, for
example, in the case of passives derived from
causatives, causatives derived from reflexives,
etc.; see, for instance, Muysken 1981: 457ff.
on the interaction between the causative and
other derivational processes in Quechua.
Moreover, the causative can double up (see
§ 5.2.2.); cf. Mel'cuk (1993: 11; 1994: 324-
326). See also Babby 1983 where the caus-
ative in Turkish is regarded as a grammatical
voice, in contrast with the (anti)causative in
Russian.
ment. (Cf., e. g., (2) which results from Peter
CAUSED [John went], i. e. P2 = [John went]).
This process of embedding one clause into
another to produce a single, derived clause has
an important syntactic repercussion. With re-
spect to the structure of the caused event,
causativization entails the introduction of a
new subject, i. e. the causer of the matrix
predication, into the underlying structure of
the clause. This in turn forces an alteration in
the status of the subject of the original clause.
Semantically, its role is changed to that of a
causee (the one who is caused to do/undergo
something); syntactically, it is ousted as sub-
ject of the derived clause and relegated to
some other syntactic function within the
clause. The syntactic properties and, above
all, the case marking of the causee depend
on the syntactic and semantic structure of the
embedded clause (for a survey of case mark-
ing in CCs, see Dixon 2000: 45-59) and are
one of the most widely discussed topics in
contemporary syntactic studies. Nearly all
syntactic theories have raised this issue, as
some kind of "testing ground" for their theo-
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retical apparatus, and even an enumeration
of different approaches to the syntax of CCs
would be impossible within this article. I will
only focus on the two most influential ap-
proaches, which will be referred to, for con-
venience, as the grammatical relations ap-
proach and the semantic roles approach.
4.1. The grammatical relations approach
4.1.1. "Paradigm case": syntactic demotion
The grammatical relations approach was
most explicitly elaborated by Comrie (1976)
(cf. also Comrie 1985: 335 ff.). The basic prin-
ciple (labelled by Comrie "paradigm case")
determining the syntactic changes accompa-
nying causativization can be formulated as
follows: the causee, ousted from the subject
position by the causer, is demoted down the
grammatical relations hierarchy (other terms:
case hierarchy, noun phrase accessibility hierar-
chy) (Subject > Direct object > Indirect ob-
ject > Oblique object) to the highest (= left-
most) free position. This means that if the
embedded verb is intransitive, transitive, or
ditransitive (i. e. is constructed with both DO
and 10), the causee appears as DO, 10, or
Oblique object, respectively. Paradigm cases
are provided by Romance languages (French
(cf. (5)), Italian) or Turkish (cf. (6-8) from
another Turkic language, Tuvan):
(5) French (Comrie 1976: 262-263)
(a) Je ferai courir Henriette (DO)
'I shall make Henriette run.'
(b) Je ferai manger les gateaux a Jean
(10)
'I shall make Jean eat the cakes.'
(c) Je ferai ecrire une lettre au directeur
par Jean (Oblique Object)
'I'll get Jean to write a letter to the di-
rector.'
Cf. also the Tuvan examples (6-8), where all
the three grammatical relations in question
(DO, 10, Oblique object) are encoded by case
suffixes only (Kulikov 1998a: 260):
(6) (a) 001 d01J-gan
boy freeze-PAsT
'The boy froze.'
(b) asak ool-du d01J-ur-gan
old.man bOy-ACC freeze-CADS-PAST
'The old man made the boy freeze.'
(7) (a) asak ool-du ette-en
old.man bOy-ACC hit-PAST
'The old man hit the boy.'
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(b) Baji'r asak-ka ool-du
Baji'r old.man-DAT bOy-ACC
ette-t-ken
hit-CADS-PAST
'Bajir made the old man hit the boy.'
(8) (a) Baji'r ool-ga biiek-ti ber-gen
Baji'r bOy-DAT knife-Acc give-PAST
'Bajir gave the knife to the boy.'
(b) asak Baji'r-dan ool-ga biiek-ti
old.man Baji'r-ABL bOy-DAT knife-Acc
ber-gis-ken
give-cADS-PAST
'The old man made Bajir give the
knife to the boy.'
However, probably no language conforms
exactly to what Comrie calls the "paradigm
case" (cf. Song 1996: 160, Dixon 2000:
54-56), and even in languages which, at first
glance, meet Comrie's generalization per-
fectly, like French, we are often faced with an
alternative case marking, cf. (5 b) as opposed
to (5 d) below. Exceptions to the "paradigm
case" fall into two main classes, extended de-
motion and syntactic doubling.
4.1.2. Extended demotion
In some languages, the causee can "skip" one
or more free positions in the hierarchy and
hence be demoted more than necessary ac-
cording to the "paradigm case". The most
frequent type of extended demotion results in
the marking of the causee in the same man-
ner as the agent in passive constructions, as
if causativization applied to the passivized
embedded clause. This alternative "passive
marking" competes in some languages with
that conforming to the "paradigm case"; for
instance, in French both (5 b) and (5 d) are
acceptable:
(5) (d) Je ferai manger les gateaux par Jean
For a possible way of accounting for "passive
marking" see e. g. Saksena 1980 b.
Rarer are other types of marking of the
causee and still rarer are languages like Gi-
lyak (Nivkh), where the special case ending
-ax is used solely to express the embedded
subject of CCs (cf. Nedjalkov, Otaina & Xo-
lodovic 1969: 195 [= 1995: 77]).
4.1.3. Syntactic doubling
The causee can be demoted to a position
which is already occupied - for instance, it
can appear as another NP in the accusative
alongside the embedded DO (cf. Aissen 1979:
156-201). However, some sophisticated syn-
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tactic tests and criteria may reveal differences
between NPs i which show the same case
marking, for instance, between the embedded
DO and "new DO". In particular, in many
languages only one of these may·. become a
subject in passive constructions (e. g. only the
causee), control possessive reflexives, as in
(9), etc.:
(9) Korean (Kozinsky & Polinsky 1993:
197)
ku salam-ii apeci-lu~ acessi-1u1k
the man-NOM (ather-Accunc!e-ACC
caki(-uy)i/j/*k pang-eyse ttayli-key
se1f(-GEN) room-LOC hit-PURP
hay-ess-ta
dO-PAST-DEC
'Thismani made the fatherj hit the
unclek in hisi/j/*k room.'
Thus;·only one of the two identically marked
NPs bears a DO relation and there is no
true syntactic doubling. Fora comprehensive
treatment of this issue, see Kozinsky & Polin-
sky (1993), Polinsky (1994). Moreover, syn-
tactic criteria reveal that the causee may be-
have differently from any other (prototypi-
cal) object. and retain a number of subject
properties - even in. cases where there is no
coding conflict in terms of case marking (cf.
Falk 1991).
4.2. The semantic roles approach
The semantic roles approach, most explicitly
elaborated by Cole (1983) (cf. also Saksena
1980a, 'Bolurt 1981, Alsina 1992, Alsina &
Joshi 1991, Kemmer & Verhagen 1994), is an
alternative to Comrie's "paradigm case". The
grammatical relation of the causee in a CC is
said to be primarily detertnineCl by its seman-
tic role ("theta role"), specifically by its posi-
tion in the Agency Hierarchy (Agent > Ex-
periencer > Patient), rather than by the syn~
tactic structure of the embedded clause, as
in (10):
(10) Quechua (Cole 1983: 118-119; cf.
also Muysken 1981: 451-453)
(a) nuqa Fan-wan rumi-ta
I Juan-INs rock-ACC
apa-Ci-ni
carry-cAus-l SG
'I had Juan carry the rock.'
(b) nuqa Fan-ta rumi-ta
I Juan-Acc rock-ACC
apa-Ci-ni
carry-cAus.lsG
'I made Juan carry the rock.'
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(c) nuqa runa-man rik"u-Ci-ni
I man-DAT see-cAus-lsG
'I showed it to the man.'
Case marking on the causee is said to corre-
spond to. its semantic role (more Agent-like
causee in (10a), more Patient~like. causee in
(lOb), Experiencer in Opc)). The cases where
the marking on the causee is better accounted
for by the "paradigm case", rather than in
teqns of semantic roles, are treated as result-
ing from the grammaticalization of the se-
mantically based principle. For instance, sub-
jects of intransitive verbs are said to be pro-
totypical patients, therefore the embedded
subject (causee) may tend to be marked as
DO in all cases where the embedded clause is
intransitive, regardless of whether it is a pa-
tient or not.
4.3. Other approaches
The majority of other approaches can be
characterized according to whether the gram-
matical rdation or semantic role is regarded
as the salient parameter or whether these
two explanatory strategies are combined to a
lesser or greater degree (for a survey, see Kuli-
l\ov 1994). For instance, Foley & Van Valin
(1984) introduced. within the framework of
Role and Reference Grammar a hierarchy of
accessibility of semantic roles to the Actor/
Undergoer layer, which thus serves as an
interface between semantic roles and gram-
matical relatiohs; by combining elements of
the two aforementioned lilPproaches, this the-
ory provides an explanation for some excep-
tions to Cotl1rie's "paradigm case". A similar
approach ('a proto-role account' of argument
selection) is presented in Ackerman (1994).
For yet another approach to the problem see
Song 1996: 174ff.. (Qut also see Moore & Po~
linsky 1998: 245-247 for some criticism).
5. The semantics of causative verbs
5.1, Semantic types of causatives
The main semantic types of causatives occur-
ring in the languages of the world are most
comprehensively discussed by Nedjalkov &
Sil'nickij (1969b: 28-35 [= 1973: 10-17]),
Shibatani (1975: 40-72), Dixon (2000:
61-74) (mainly from a typological perspec-
tive) and Talmy (1976) (mainly from a logical
perspective, illustrated by English examples
only). The linguistically relevant types of
causative meaning (i. e. those which can be
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distinguished by means of distinct mor-
phemes within some languages) are the
following.
5.1.1. Direct vs. indirect causatives
According to whether the causer physically
manipulates the causee in bringing about the
caused event or not, one may distinguish be-
tween direct and indirect causatives; other
pairs of terms employed to refer to these
types of causatives are manipulative vs. direc-
tivecausation (cf. Shibatani 1976: 31-38),
contact vs. distant and immediate vs. mediated
causation. The following examples from Zyr-
jan (Finno-Ugric) illustrate this difference:
(11) Zyrjan (Lytkin 1957: 105)
puk- 'sit' - puk-t- 'lay' - puk-od-
'cause to sit.'
To put it differently, direct and indirect caus-
atives can be distinguished as causer-con-
trolled and causee-controlled; for this and
other related features, see, e. g., Wierzbicka
1988: Ch. 3; Li 1991; Dixon 2000: 67-70;
Shibatani 2000: 549-563.
A special subtype of indirect causation is
the curative meaning ('ask someone to bring
about P2') attested e. g. in Finnish (cf. Penna-
nen 1986) and some other Finno-Ugric lan-
guages, as in (12):
(12) Mansi (Rombandeeva 1973: 156ff.)
iint(u)- 'sit down' - ant-t(u)- 'seat' -
iint-t-u-pt(a)- 'ask to sit down.'
Very few languages distinguish between
other, even more subtle types of indirect cau-
sation, as, for instance, Naukan Eskimo,
which has several curative suffixes (-hjka-,
-sihjka- 'ask to do sth.', -hjqur(a)- 'order to
do sth.', -hjqusar(a)- 'persuade to do sth.';
see Menovscikov & Xrakovskij 1970).
5.1.2. Permissive
Permissive causatives express the situation
where the causer permits the causee to bring
about the caused event (P2), without actually
causing the causee to do so. In logical terms,
the permissive of Vo can be defined as 'non-
causing [somebody] not to bring about Vo'
(e. g. allow to sleep = 'not cause not to be
awake'), i.e. NOT(CAUSE(NOT(Vo))). The non-
permissive causative (causative proper) can
be termed coercive. Yet another term for co-
ercive, introduced within the tradition of the
Leningrad/St.Petersburg Typological School,
is factitive (cf. Nedjalkov & Sil'nickij 1969b:
28 [= 1973: 10]), but this terminological use
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is not widely accepted. A causative mor-
phemefan express both permissive and coer-
cive (factitive) meanings (as in Georgian,
Quechua, Turkish, etc.), and verbs of permis-
sion (like English let) can easily develop into
normal (non-permissive) causative auxiliaries
(as was the case with German lassen or
Dutch laten). Languages with special mark-
ers for permissive are very rare (cf. Kuli-
kov & Nedjalkov 1992: 142).
5.1.3. Assistive
Assistive (cooperative) meaning ('help to bring
about P2', 'assist at bringing about P2') does
not incorporate the meaning 'CAUSE' and,
strictly speaking, should be treated separately
from causatives sensu stricto, but it is often
rendered by the same marker as ordinary
causatives (as in Georgian). In some lan-
guages this meaning is expressed by special
morphemes (Quechua, Guarani, Cashibo
(Peru) and some other Amerindian lan-
guages).
5.1.4. Declarative
Yet another meaning often expressed by the
causative marker is declarative: 'speak about
sb. as if slhe were bringing about P2' (instead
of 'cause sb. to bring about P2'), 'consider
Q' (e. g. 'consider bad' instead of the proper
causative 'make bad'), attested, for instance,
in Arabic, Lakota. As is the case with the
assistive, the declarative does not incorporate
the meaning 'cAusE'and thus does not be-
long to causatives sensu stricto, but their
close relationship is obvious ('speak about sb.
as if slhe were bringing about P2' = 'cause
P2 to come about in someone's mind'). The
declarative usage is common for both caus-
atives and non-causative transitives in liter-
ary texts, where "a poet or storyteller is re-
garded as actually bringing about the events
of which he speaks" (Ingalls 1991: 202). In-
galls presents evidence for this from Sanskrit
and Latin; cf., e. g., the following Latin ex-
ample (ibid.: 203):
(13) Latin
Thrgidus Alpinus jugulat dum Mem-
nona, dumque defingit Rheni luteum
caput ... (Horace)
'While the turgid [poet] Alpinus cuts
the throat of [King] Memnon; while
he disfigures the muddy headwaters
of the Rhine ... '
Declaratives and some other meanings close
to them, such as 'treat as p', 'provide with
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P', 'use P on sth.', are typical of denominal
causatives (see § 1.); cf. Acehnese peu-raja
'make king' (causative proper), 'treat as a
king' (declarative); nan 'name' - peu-nan 'to
name', taloe'rope' - peu-taloe 'tie up'.
5.1.5. Deliberate vs. accidental causation
and other semantic oppositions
The opposition between deliberate (inten-
tional) vs. accidental causation (attested, e. g.,
in Kashmiri, Bella Coola, Squamish; for a se-
mantic discussion of this distinction, see Pa-
ducheva 1997), as well as the semantically re-
lated opposition between the non-agentive(inanimate) and agentive causer (e. g. in Swa-
hili and Karo Batak), is much more rarely
morphologically relevant than those dis-
cussed under § 5.1.1.-3. See also Wierzbicka(1988: Ch. 3) for other semantic contrasts
within the systems of causatives.
5.2. Second causative, double causative
and iconicity in the form-meaning
relation
5.2.1. First vs. second causatives
In the case where two or more causatives
differing in meaning can be derived from the
same verbal root, they can be termed first
causative, second causative, etc. respectively(for a general survey, see Kulikov 1993). First
and second causatives are ordered in terms of
their formal (morphological) complexity and
degree of fusion, according to the following
hierarchy:
lexical causative < morphological causative(with one or more causative affixes) < syn-
tactic causative (monoclausal CC) < biclau-
sal causative sentence
The main semantic types of opposition be-
tween first and second causatives are listed
under § 5.1. Assuming that contact (direct)
and coercive (factitive) causation is more ele-
mentary than distant (indirect) and permis-
sive, semantic and formal (morphological)
complexity can be said to correlate iconically
with each other, as well as with the producti-
vity and regularity of the causative verb for-
mation (see e. g. Wachowicz 1976: 77-90,
Kulikov 1999b, Shibatani 2000: 549-571). In
particular, indirect causatives are typically
more complex from the morphological point
of view, whereby the corresponding marker
often incorporates that of the direct ("first")
causative as, for instance, in Hindi (cf. caus-
ative suffixes -ii- and -vii-; see Saksena 1982a;
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1983 for discussion), Mansi (cf. (12», etc.
Furthermore, the morphologically simpler
first causatives are often less regular from
the semantic point of view. In particular, they
can show some idiomatic semantic changes,
denoting pragmatically more common un-
marked (conventional) situations than sec-
ond causatives do (e. g. 'play with [a child)'
or 'amuse [a child)', instead of 'make [a child]
play'; cf. Kulikov 1999b: 53-55, Shibatani
2000: 561- 562). Such oppositions can be in-
terpreted in terms of the division of prag-
matic labor; cf. Horn 1984: 27-29. Likewise,
English periphrastic make-causatives are syn-
tactically and semantically simpler than have-
causatives, which, in turn, are simpler than
biclausal causative sentences with cause; cf.
Baron 1974: 333-334, Givon 1975; Shibatani
1976, Terasawa 1985. On the subtle semantic
differences between make- and have-caus-
atives (and similar oppositions in other lan-
guages), which do not amount to the direct!
indirect distinction, see Wierzbicka (1988:
Ch. 3); see also Verhagen & Kemmer (1997)
for an interpretation of the distinction be-
tween Dutch doen- and laten-causatives (=
direct vs. indirect causation) in cognitive
terms. For a general interpretation of the
complexity of causatives in terms of iconicity(i. e. greater linguistic distance between cause
and effect signals greater conceptual distance
between cause and result and between causer
and cause), see Comrie (1985: 332-334), Hai-
man (1985: 108-111), Kulikov (1999 b), Dixon(2000: 74-78); cf. also Song (1992) for some
counter-evidence.
5.2.2. Double causatives
Double causatives are derived from the first("simple") causative by adding a second
causative morpheme, thus representing a spe-
cial subtype of the second causative with a
complex causative marker incorporating the
first causative marker. Such formations are
especially common in agglutinative languages
where affixes easily combine with each other
and iterate. Double causatives (as well as
rarer triple etc. causatives) typically express
a double (triple, etc.) causative chain, as in(14):
(14) Chuvash (Kornilov et al. 1969: 247 f.)
xi"r- 'shave' - xi"r-tar- 'ask to shave'
- xi"r-tar-tar- 'cause to ask to shave.'
Less trivial, but no less iconic, are the cases
where iteration of the causative marker ex-
presses intensivity, iterativity, plurality of some
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participants of the causative situation or se-
mantically more complex causative meanings
discussed under § 5.1. such as the distant cau-
sation (cf. Kulikov 1993: 128-134; 1999b:
52-53).
5.3. Polysemy of causative markers
Alongside causative meanings proper, caus-
ative markers have other functions in some
languages; for a survey of this polysemy,
see Nedjalkov (1966), Nedjalkov &Sil'nickij
(1969b: 35-43 [= 1973: 17-25]), Kulikov &
Nedjalkov (1992: 143-145).
5.3.1. Valence-increasing derivations
Most such secondary functions belong to-
gether with causatives to the sphere of va-
lence-increasing (transitivizing) derivations.
These include the assistive and the declarative
(both are often treated as subtypes of the
causative meaning, see § 5.1.3.-4.) as well as
the applicative. The applicative is attested,
e. g., in Chukchee, some Australian languages,
such as Pitta-Pitta, Kalkatungu and Yidiny
(see Austin 1997), and in Uto-Aztecan lan-
guages, cf. Nahuatl ni-mewa 'I arise' - ni-k-
mewi-liya 'I raise him', ni-~aMi 'I shout' -
ni-k-~ah~i-liya 'I shbut to him' (see Tuggy
1987). The applicative includes different sub-
types, in particular, the benefactive ('do' -
'do for someone', attested e. g. in Indonesian)
and the comitative ('come' - 'come with
someone', attested e. g. in Chukchee and
many Amazonian (Arawak) languages, such
as Tariana; see Wise 1990, Aikhenvald 1998:
56-58), sometimes treated as separate va-
lence-increasing categories. For the causative/
applicative polysemy, see, in particular, Aus-
tin (1997), Dixon & Aikhenvald (1997: 77ff.),
Shibatani (2000: 563-571).
5.3.2. Causative/passive polysemy
In Korean, some Altaic languages of Siberia
(Tuvan, Yakut, Mongolian, Manchu and
other Tungusic languages), some West Afri-
can languages (Songhai, Dogon), Bella Coola
(Amerindian) and some other languages of
the world, verbs with causative markers can
also function as passives, as in (15):
(15) Manchu (1. Nedyalkov 1991: 5)
(a) Rata i-mbe va-ha
enemy he-Acc kill-PAST
'The enemy killed him.'
(b) I bata-be va-bu-ha
he enemy-Acc kill-CAUS/PASS-PAST
'He made (somebody) kill the enemy.'
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(c) I (bata-de) va-bu-ha
he (enemY-DAT) kill-CAUslPASS-PAST
'He is/was killed (by the enemy).'
The passive usage is likely to have developed,
most often and quite naturally, from the per-
missive (e. g. 'I let someone catch my hand'
-+ 'I was grabbed by the hand', etc.) and!
or from the reflexive-causative meanings ('I
let someone photograph myself' -+ 'I was
photographed'). For a general discussion, see
Nedjalkov (1964), Andersen (1991: 75-82)
(on cognitive sources of the causative/passive
polysemy), 1. Nedyalkov (1991), Plungian
(1993), Washio (1993), Knott.(1995).
5.3.3. Reciprocal
Yet another meaning of the valence-changing
type which can be expressed by causative
markers is the reciprocal. This rare type of
polysemy occurs, for instance, in some
Austronesian (e. g. Nakanai, Tanga; cf. Li
1991: 347-349) and Maipuran Arawakan
languages (e. g. Piro, cf. Wise 1990).
5.3.4. Intensive, iterative, distributive
Some other functions, such as the intensive
(as in (16)), the iterative or the distributive ap-
pear less motivated, since, unlike causatives,
they do not imply any valence change:
(16) Arabic (Premper 1987: 89-90)
(a) 'alima'learn' - 'allama 'teach' (caus-
ative);
(b) daraba 'hit' - darraba 'hit strongly'
(intensive).
This type of polysemy can probably be ac-
counted for within the approach to transitiv-
ity as a complex set of features all concerned
with the effectiveness with which an action
takes place (Hopper & Thompson 1980). Cau-
sativization is a transitivity-increasing deriva-
tion and therefore may be secondarily associ-
ated with aspectual meanings (or aktions-
arten) corresponding to a greater degree of
effectiveness. Causing someone to do some-
thing implies channelling extra force·. from
outside into the situation, the meaning 'more
forcefully', 'more effectively' being thus the
common semantic denominator shared by
the causativity, on the one hand, and inten-
sivity, iterativity etc., on the other; for more
evidence and discussion, see Li (1991: 349-
351), Golovko (1993), Maslova (1993), Kuli-
kov (1999c).
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6. Diachronic sources of causative
affixes
In some languages causative markers. can be
traced back to certain free forms or affixes
with other functions. In particular, causative
affixes can go back to syntactic causatives
built· with separate verbs meaning 'make',
'let', 'give', etc.; see under § 2.2. Other typical
sources of causative morphemes are direc-
tional or benefactive affixes; cf.' Song 1990:
169-193 ["'" 1996: 80-106]. For instance, in
Lamang (Chadic) the causati:v~ suffix -1Ja
may be related to the benefactive preposi-
tion -1Jga; in Kxoe (Central Khoisan) the
causative suffix -M is identical to the direc-
tional preposition -ka. Finally, causative
markers can.develop fron;l the verbal affixes
with non-causative meanings ·listed under
§ 5.3.3. (intensive, iterative); cf. Li 1991.
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7. Special abbreviations
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OBe declarative
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